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Citations Awarded 51 Full - Time Students
Who Attained Perfect 'A' Standings

KKS Will Swim
'Over The Rainbow'

Emma Sue Noland, Richmond;
Fifty-one full-time students earning a perfect "A" standing. Barksdale, Richmond; Anne A. Sandra Nunnelley,
Ashland;
Bean,
Maysville;
Wanda
C.
In their Annual Spring Show—
have recorded perfect grade
Compiling the highest number
Patricia A. Parr, Frankfort;
Bohannon,
Shelbyvllle;
Joyce
A.
standings
for
the
fall
semester,
"Just Over the Rainbow
of quality points was Glenda L.
Janice M. Racke, Highland
President Robert R. Martin an- Taylor, Louisville, who earned Cabral, Lexington; George H. Heights;
William A- Raker,
The pool will be transformed
nounoed today.
80 quality points based upon 20 Caudlll, Carcassonne, and Sally Milton;
Blanche E. Reams,
into a forest to help set the
hours
of
credit.
Richmond; Luclen M. Ross, Ashin announcing the President's
C. Chesnut, East Bemstadt.
background. Color and music
Eastern
uses the
1-2-3-4List,'Dr. Martin said that these
Shirley Clingman, Richmond; land; Lynelle F. Ryan, Walton,
will
be
utilized
to
suggest
the
.
1
students would receive special polnt system; an A giving four Anna R. Cox, Smithfteld; Cindy and Robert W. Ryan, Verona.
rainbow and beautiry me percitations for their outstanding credits: B, three credits; C, E. Darling, Richmond; Virginia
Jelana Saunders, Troy, Ohio;
formance. Such numbers as
scholastic achievements.
two, and D, one.
M. Eades, Waco; Sharon J. Kathleen Schwettman, CincinRuby, Pink Panther, Deep Pur1
Other students named to the Foster , New Albany, Indiana; nati, Ohio; John P. Shields, LexTo be named to the select list
ple, Lavender Blue and others,
Student must have compiled honoor list Include: Alice J. Blanche B. Goins, Richmond; vllle; Ann C. Skinner, Richleading a play on colors, will
66 or more quality points in Adams, Richmond; Glenna A. Mary Jo Hart, Richmond, and mond; Monika F. Smith, Elizmake up the entire program.
abethtown; Bruce A. Snider,
Margene Hatch, Richmond.
This week being presented
Roberta 8. Heeb, Cincinnati, Covington; Judy D. Spencer,
next Thursday through SaturOhio; Gisela Herdler, Ft. Thom- Boonevllle, and Diane Taylor,
day for the first time in its hisas; Angela F. Hurley, Rich- Louisville.
tory, the show will be held in
Joletta C. Trusty, West Libmond; Kay M. Jacober, RichEastern's Little Theatre will the Alumni Coliseum Pool. The
mond; Myrena Jennings, Rich- erty;
William
H.
Wagers,
hold try-outs for "The Fantas- performance will begin at 8 p.
mond; Beverly J. Keith, Corbin, Berea; Charlotte Watters, Stetlcks" Monday and Tuesday at m. and cost 50c per person.
and Mlnga Kennamer, Rich- arns Jean R. Wesley, Lexington;
7 p.m., In the Pearl Buchanan
Officers of KKS are: May
Connie R. Wills, Cynthiana;
mond.
Theatre. The play, a musical, Nash Ginn,
president, Ann
John A*. Locke, Kettle Island; Martha Sue Wilson, Richmond;
will be presented May 3-8.
Howard, vice-president, Trusle
Terry L. Nelma,- Richmond; and Eddie W. Wlngham, Ghent.
"The Fantaaticks," adapted
Dr.
Florence B. Stratefrom Edmond Rostand's "The Farley, secretary, Linda Huffmeyer,
professor
of
eruRomancers," was written by man, treasurer, Lilly Moore,
catlon at Teachers College, CoTom Jones and Harvey Schmidt. reporter, Janice Huffman, Stulumbia University, and a leading
It opened in New York at the dent Council representative.
authority in the field of teacher
Next week this cardboard box and these newspapers
Sullivan Street Playhouse May Miss Dot Klrkpatrick, member
education, will Join the Eastern
wtll appear to be a bush In the scenery of the annual Kappa
8, 1M0, and is still running. of the Health, Physical Educafaculty In Sept. as DistinguishKappa 8igma swim show. Members working on the "bush'
Since Its opening only five years tion, and Recreation departed Professor of Education.
are: kneeling from left, Marilyn Jackson and Nan Dawson
ago, It has gained an internation- ment, is the sponsor.
and standing, Ann Howard, Kathy Colebrook, Judy Safriet,
In naming Dr. Stratemeyer a
al reputation, and it haa become
Other members are: Nan
Distinguished Professor, Dr.
one of the most produced plays Dawson, Lynette Turner, Janie
Janie Fugate and Hanna Richardson.
of college prior to initiation and
By NOKRIS MILES
Robert R. Martin said that this
Fugate, Judy Safriet, Sandy
in the United States.
shall rank scholasUcally in the
There are eight characters Underhill, Carolyn Campbell,
Is the first such appointment
Assistant News Editor
ever made by the college.
upper 35 percent of their colin the show—one woman and Anna Marie Seller, Eddie Bell
Eastern
has
been
selected
as
seven men. However, one of the Sheriff, Karen Marx, Karala
He called her "one of the
a new charter member of lege class; and (3) election of
parts, a mute, may be played Brown, Marilyn Jackson, Kathy
top women in her field in the
Delta Sigma Rho-Tau Kappa, any member shall require the
either a man or woman. In ad- Colebrook, Boa Fraser, and
nation."
which is the National Honor- recommendation of the faculty
dition to the mute, the other Hannah Richardson.
ary Forenslcs Society.
Has Been Here Before
sponsor and a major vote of
non-singing roles are those of
Practice Perfects
President Robert R. Martin the members of die campus
Dr. Stratemeyer was a vlslthe Old actor, and the man who
received
the
official
letter
of
chapter present and voting.
lng lecturer hare last summer
dies. The singing roles are those
The club has been practicing
admittance and
congratulaDelta Sigma Rho-Tau Kappa
when she served in a workshop
of the narrator, the boy, the girl, stunts, strokes, and form to
tions from Professor H. L. Ew- Alpha has played an important
in Organization and Supervision
and the fathers of the boy and perfect the upcoming show.
The second annual Religious Gulre of St. Marks Church of Student Teaching.
bank, Jr., Purdue University, role |n the destiny of college
girt.
They have worked long, hard
who is the national Secretary forenslcs in America. Its inTry-outs will consist of read- hours on scenery and costumes Emphasis Week will be held on in Richmond will give the inThe veteran educator, who pervlsor or student teachers at of DSR-TKA.
fluence has permeated deeply
troductory talk.
ing for the non-singing roles and to depict and enhance the in- Campus beginning Sunday.
holds the A.B., A.M. and Ph.D Detroit Teachers College, and
The National Honorary Forreadings plus a song for the dividual numbers. The show
At 9:00 p.m. on Monday and degrees from Columbia Univers- shortly after Joining Teachers enslcs, which is composed of the field of speech educaThe theme this year la "Race,
tion in general. DSR-TKA is
College at Columbia U., she was
singing roles. Those planning consists of duets, solos, trios,
Tueeday,
discussion
groups ^^^
Ite/retiresf. from
that institution
«nocracy, " Tuesday,
Oiscussion a™*.
Co lege-in
J u n e corrector
co-director of the Burea
Bureau of Cur- members skilled In oratory, ex- the oldest society of Its kind,
r
to try for a singing role should and group swimming with each Religion, and Democracy,
temporaneous
speaking and and war the first to. pwue
up
bring their sheet music with girl taking part in the nata- a topic which mras
t„Znt£2&
«* * **« *•*«"*»*»*■ JStn yeats o? dlsTtoguBhed ****■*«*<> R—arch.
in
intercollegiate high standards of pro*
Mif am -problems -"•a*™"5™" These
mh„„. H<Bs,iiaainnit
he led service
.nr„u.o then
'
Dr. Stratemeyer
Stratemever is a laureate discussion
them. An auwnipairiet wHJ be tography of the numoers.
discussions will be
there.
numbers.
i^ the world today.
member of Kappa Delta PI and competition, has as its motto ficiency among college orators
furnished, or one may bring his
by
competant
men
In
the
difDr.
Stratemeyer
will
appear
Each yea* KKS selects four
,
•"Oratory, the key to power, and debaters and first to re*
On
Sunday, the different reown.
on the Eastern campus in an- a former vice president; she is
gard excellency on the forensPersona interested in audition- boys to participate In the show. ligious groups of the campus ferent religious fields. Sched- other capacity prior to Joining a member of numerous profes- and Honor for merit."
The Society la organized and ies platform with honor and
ing for a role should contact A rigid tryout was held to find will meet for dinner in the uled to lead discussions are: the faculty. She is scheduled sional societies, among them the
glory. With the merger of the
Mr. Joe Johnson at the Pearl the hoys with the most capa- Blue Room where Father Mc- Rev. Joseph Smith who la the to head a summer workshop in Association for Higher Education operated exclusively for edu- two Honoraries the program is
cational
purposes
which
include
of
NBA
and
the
American
EduBuchanan Theatre if there are bilities for the stunt* which
Director of Baptist Student organization and supervision,of
extended and promises to reach
any questions. Also, anyone who they must perform. This year
cational Research Association. promoting Interest in, and a- greater heights.
Work at Berea College; Les- student teaching which lasts
warding suitable
recognition
wishes to work backstage should Gene Petit, Charles Tandy,
"This is quite an honor for
for, excellence in forensics and
ter Palmer, professor at the from July S to 23. She has cosee
Mr.
Johnson at
the Marvin Fisher, and Rick Wood
authored a text, "Working With
will take part In the program.
original speaking, and to fos- Eastern to receive a charter
earliest opportunity.
College of the Bible In Lex- Student Teachers."
ter a respect for and apprecia- from this Society," comments
ington; Rabbi Bernard Schwab
Almee Alexander, spontion of freedom of speech as a Mrs.
Influence
Far
Reaching
sor of the Honorary. Last year
at the O Havey Zion 8yhovital element of democracy.
only
eight
out of thirty-three
Dr. Stratemeyer's influence
gogue; Harold Dorsey, SuperCriteria for admittance to applicants were accepted for
Eastern's Behavioral Science
has
reached
many
of
today's
this elite Society includes for membership, which Eastern was
intendent of the Danville Disteacher education faculty memSymposium, an organisation of.
the interested school the meet- one.
trict of Methodist Churches. bers and administrators who
ing of the accreditation restudents, will act as guides
In -the official letter to PresiKenneth Doixe, Director of studied under her. She served
quirements of the Association dent
when the third annual meetMartin relating Eastern's
of College Honor
Societies.
Christian Education at Max- as doctoral advisor for Dlxon
to the Society, proing of the Anthropologist* of well Presbyterian Church, Lex- A. Barr, head of Eastern's DeQualifications needed by stu- admittance
dents involve: (1) participa- fessor Ewbank said that
Kentucky convene here Sat- ington; Rev. David Bronson, partment of Education and PhyMr. Jim Wombles was elected tion, as a student, at a high "the existence of a charter
Five students and five fac- Student Council Office, meeting urday, beginning at 9:30 a-m. professor of the New Testa- chology, and for Joseph Howard,
vice-mayor of Brockton at the level of excellence, in at least from this society acknowledges
professor of education here.
ment
at
the
Episcopal
Semiulty members have been select- rooms for all campus clubs and
a strong program, reinforced
Rv- Dale Glvens, assistant
T*>" renowned educator has tfirst official meeting after the two years of intercollegiate
nary of Kentucky In Lexinged to serve-cm- a studenUf acui- orgar'y-H-lioas, and offices of the
academic offerings and adprofessor anthropology and so- ton; Rev. John Werner, pas- been a leader in professional 'election of officers "last week", (or the equivalehtt -foreivias by
ty committee in planning the Milestone and Progress.
or original speaking activity, ministrative support through
Powell commented for t h Ze "-iotogy and. vice chairman- tor of St Elizabeth Catholic teacher education, havin* h-~*V •
proposed two and a half miler
officer--jwed
w-»
Mrs.
Wh
S^JSLhV t«?
I*'-ide^uata .^-Svcand faculty_ .
«...
«*».-.»«K, Tponsorshlp of Intercollegiate
-.JJfcof the ' AS#"trivftwI all High ocitbor; artfl Mr. Wmiam active In the work of toe ABSO*
>» dollar student center. Rep- student group, ' We h°P»-t° - e
Elalne Taylor, secretary; Mr. sponsor of a campus charter fnrannlna
"
resenting the student body are able to provide TTo ^Eastern Interested faculty and students Duchscherer, Jr. representing elation for Student Teaching,
or by a qualified member of forensics.
Miss Peggy Carter, Junior from students as beautiful and use- to attend the all-day meeting, the Christian Science Church. Association for Supervision and Ronald Young, treasurer, and the forensics staff, unless the
Applications are now being
ful
a
student
center
as
possible.
Versailles; Mr. Vice Hellard,
The main speaker, who will Curriculum Development and Mr. D. Wayne Bearbower, ser- forenslcs or original speaking screened for members of the
senior from Versailles, Mr. Lin We're always opeen to student and to lunch with the group. address
the
assembly pro- the American Association of Col- geant-at-arms.
Twelve students
activity was commenced in the Honorary.
Powell, sophomore from New suggestions. We are aware of Lunch tickets at $2.00 are a- gram next Wednesday is Rev. leges for Teacher Education.
senior year as an undergradu- have been recommended The
Mr.
Young
will
also
serve
Dr. Stratemeyer has conCastle, Mr. Tom Roark, senior the big need for this center vailable from Mr. Lathel Duf- Olaf Anderson, of the Louisate, in which case one year of announcement of selectees will
University
Building, ville Presbyterian Seminary. tributed chapters on curriculum as reporter and Mr. judson such participation shall be ac- be made the last of March
from Hebron and Miss % Betsy and are pleased to be asked to fleld.
Cross
as
chairman
of
the
Conhelp remedy it.
Stafford, senior from Ashland.
He has been active in the hu- and teaching in teacher educaceptable;
(2) the candidates followed by a formal initiation
Room 301;
shall have completed at least service and insteUation service,
Mr. John L. Vlckers, Is
Following registration in the man rights movement and is tion Institutions to the book, stitutional Committee.
It will be the main respon- three semesjjarg.o^ five-Quarters Mrs. Alexander said.
chairman of the committee and
lobby of the Little Theatre at on the Commission of Rights "Teacher Education for a Free
People," published by the Amer- sibility of this Brockton govDean Henry Martin, Dean
9:30 Saturday, the group will in LouisvUUe.
Evelyn Bradley, Mr. Larry
be welcomed by Dr. Clyde Orr,
Dr. Anderson received bis B.A ican Association of Colleges for erning body to formulate the
constitution and by laws for
Martin and Miss Dorothy KlrkDean of Graduate Studies. degree from tne University of Teaeher Education.
Four University of Kentucky Virginia, and his Doctor of
patrick also represent the facShe is also co-author of "De- the future and it has been anfaculty members will then pre- Divinity degree from Centre veloping a Curriculum for Mod- nounced that this committee
ulty.
will meet weekly until this Is
sent papers, after they are In- College. He attended the Univer- ern Living."
The committee Is consulting
truduoed by Cyrus M. Johnson, sity of Edinburgh, Scotland and
other schools as resources for
Dr. Stratemeyer holds honor- done.
also of UK. James W.Gladdens Oxford University.
ideas in the construction of the
The Brockton Council metts
ary doctorates from Trenton
paper Is titled "Kentucky: An
center and has, through ques
He has served as pastor of State College and Western Mich- each Tuesday at 8:48 in UniSixteen
high
schools
will
parAmerican Model In Marriage South Frankfort Presbyterian igan University.
tionaires, asked for suggesversity 103. The meetings are
ticipate In the annual Regional
tions and opinions from East- High School Debate Tournament and Divorce"; E. Grant You- Church, Frankfort, Ky.; United
open to all residents.
mans will offer "Human Aging: Presbyterian Church, Lebanon,
Has Held Many Positions
ern students.
A suggestion box will be
here
Tuesday.
Needed Research in Rural
The center will be Ideated on
Other speech events are sched- Area"; and Charles O. Carl ton Ky.; First Presbyterian Church,
She has served as teacher and placed in the Brockton laundry
the west end of the present uled for Friday, March 26.
Louisville, Ky. Dr. Anderson is assistant principal in the Detroit for Ideas for the Council or
and Ronald L. Akers will pre- a native of Louisville.
football fleW behind McGregSuperior rating students of
schools, as Instructor and su- news for the Progress'.
or Hall. The football field will both meets will advance to the sent "Mental Health Clinic
be re-locatetd. It will be con- State Festival to be held on the Attendance In Eastern Kennected to the Keen Johnson Stu- University of Kentucky campus tucky".
A coffee break at 11:15 In
dent Union Building by a April 22-24.
breeseway.
Director of the Richmond fes- Walnut Hall will be followed
The major food services will tival Is D. J. Carty, Director of at 11:30 by the second session,
be located in the new building lij-service education at Eastern. a panel on "The Role of Soand tbe Student Union CafeSchools registered for the ciology and Anthropology in
with
teria will be converted into a competition
include:
Berea Teacher Preparation",
grand ballroom where formal Foundation, Lexington Dunbar, John R. Duncan of Morehead
as chairman.
dances, buffets or other special Frankfort,
Franklin
County, State College
events may be held.
George Rogers Clark, George- Pariclpants Include Klara Cook,
"Has a silent bomb been
UK;
Arnild
Wright,
Kentucky
No major structural changes town, Harrison County, Harrodsdropped on the campus?"
The negative team, composed by his counselor and voted for
State
College;
Raymond
Wllare foreseen for the new con- burg, and Henry Clay.
"Will all the books be conof Eugene Gray, freshman from Ins choice on the effectiveness of
struction which will serve as
Lexington Catholic, Mt. Ver- kle, UK; and James Stermer,
taminated?" "How will those
Paris, and Brent Cornelius, sen- the respective teams from the
the center of recreational fa- non, Midway-Pinkerton. Nancy, Berea College.
people get out of the library?" ior from Peoples, defeated the following
criteria: analysis.reaThe nominating committee
cilities for the use of the stu- Paris, Somerset, and Woodford
These and many other curaffirmative team in a debate
meeting at 12:45 will be foldent body. "The building will County.
ious questions buzzed over the Judged by some 2,300 freshman sonlng. evidence, organization,
refutation, and delivery.
lowed at 1:00 pjn. by luncheon
bouse a small auditorium, the
campus Monday afternoon at this weeks assembly.
<
Aimee Alexander, assist
and a business meeting.
when students passing the liRepresenting the affirmative antMrs.
professor of English and the
brary had to walk Into the team were Linda Ward, senior
The third session offers a
area posted: "DANGER, RA- from River, ^and Kathy DeJar- College debate coach, was prepaper on the "Social Structsented a certificate naming her
DIATION AREA".
ure of Touring" by iWUUs A.
nette, McQuade. The topic deEspionage was not the ex- bated was "Resolved: that the a Kentucky Colonel, by Tom
Suttton, UK, followed by a
planation, however. In pre- Federal government should es- Coffey; a veteran member of
CASE HAUL.
panel on "The Place of Research
paration for the reconstructtablish a national program of the debate squad.
MCGREGOR
HALL
In
the
Small
Department".
All graduate students who
Presiding at the assembly were
ion and enlarging of thebuUd- public work for all unemplayed ".
Panelists
Include
E.
Richard
TODD HALL
expect to complete requireing, the walls were merely
Both teams comprised the East- Joe Dunn, president of the DeBest novice debaters, who as a team won the Berea InvitaQulnney
of
UK,
chairman;
ments for the M.A. degree at
COMBS HALL
being x-rayed In order to deern the entry in the Novice divi- bate Club, with Patricia Schect- tional tourney last month, Wednesday split up and argued
Richard Scudden, Georgetown;
the close of the summer seser,
secretary,
reading
the
Bible.
termine
positions
of
supportMARTIN HALL
sion of last month's Berea InMary Harmeling. Villa Masion should submit applicaOther officers of the Debate among themselves in a demonstration debate for the weekly
ing beams and other, infor- Eastern WOK
MATTOX HALL
donna;.
Joseph
Mouledous,
tion for the degree before the
mation
necessary
for
the
The unique feature of the as- Club are: Jay Roberts, vice- freshman assembly at Eastern. Kathy DeJarnette and Linda
Easter;
and
Charles
E
Parrla,
ADMINISTRATION
close of this semester. Applanning of construction to be sembly was that the freshmen president, Kathy DeJarnette, Ward, affirmative, were defeated by the negative team, made
University of Louisville.
BUILDING
plication may be obtained in
underway this spring.
students were the Judges. Each treasurer, and Shirley Green, up of Brent Cornelius, standing, and Eugene Gray.
The meeting will adjourn
the graduate office.
STUDENT UNION
student was given a score sheet Student Council representativeafter a 4:00 pjn., coffee break.
BUILDING

Have you ever wondered
what you will find on the other
side of the rainbow? The Kappa Kappa Sigma synchronized
water ballet club will present
this magnificient scene to you

Men Dominate
Next Theatre
Production

Dr. F. B. Stratemeyer
joins Faculty In Fall

KKS Bedecks Coliseum

Eastern Gains Membership

In National Forensic Society

Religious Emphasis Week
Features Dorm Sessions

Students. Faculty Work
On Student Center Plans

Eastern Hosts
Anthropologists

Jim Wombles
Vice - Mayor
c
Of Brockton

High School
Debaters Hold
Regional Here

Danger!
Radiation

August Grads Must
File For Degree

Freshmen Judge
Assembly Debaters

Progress Distribution
Points Announced

Freshmen Vote Negative
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Dean's List Requirements

42nd Ye

JOY

... The new criterian, 56 quality points,
nearly splits the difference of the two
facets of our proposal, and after an examination of figures appears to be a satisfactory solution.
A 3.5 standing with 17 hours will
produce the required number of quality
points, and an increasingly lower point
standing is necessary with more semester
hours. This places a premium on both
quality and quantity, but only if they are
found together.
In the last 3.0 rated semester with 40
quality points necessary, 344 made the
Dean's List. Last fall's enrollment was
about 1,500 more than the mentioned
semester, indicating that the 437-member
Dean's List of last will represent about the
same percentage of the student body.
Congratulations should go out to the
members of the Dean's List, but special

Much Is Forever .

The Art Of Being, Different

recognition should, and is, being accorded
to,the',,,5,1 Eastern students who compiled
perfect 4lff Standings last fall.
In Eastern's drive for quality education and a,quality student body, these are
the students who are leading the way. It
takes hours of hard work to attain a perfect standing, and they are hows weMspent.
i '
■

rj

■

.

.
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The 'Beard*! Flesh
It* Perils
. (ACP)-^FIesh, particularly flesh that
wears a beard — is new to a "thousand
natural sharks," reflects the bearded editor
of the IVORY TOW^ fnontldy literary
magazine at: the Univeesitj of Minnesota.
When Garrison Keifcdr Was tiding
back to campus on a bus, a woman and
child got on. The child looked at the
bearded editor and staaed before opening
his question.
Child: ;Ts that Jeaw?
Mother (turning}: No, it's a beatnik,
i
"
■
■

\

"Much, much of me is forever . . .
caught in you and you and you!. . . Much
is scattered in a thousand moments . . .
Lived to overflowing in other days . . .
/ cannot collect my fragments . . . They
lurk along the way over which I've come
. . . in moments, persons, and things."
(Unknown)
It is startling to think that fragments
of us are scattered over yesterday,' today,
and will be scattered over tomorrow as
well. We leave a fragment of us
wherever we go; a bit of us at home, a
part in the classroom, and bits of us in
the minds of the people we encounter
along the way — a part of us left behind!
Many people are displeased with the
fragments that they leave behind. Perhaps you are one of these people. If you
are it is not too late to change the nature
of the fragments you Isave behind.
Of
course, the first step is laanting to.
Then comes trying to find out what
your best self is. Then, and only then
can you begin to change these fragments.

Next, after finding the key to your
best self, you should try every minute to
be just that, your best self. Only you can
find this. Then you are ready to share
it with others.
The major part of not being one's
best self comes from letting Petty things
get in the way. Of course, this does not
mean that petty things are the only
things that one has to face and overcome.
There will be major things too, which
only time and effort can solve; but some
people think that searching in bottles and
pill boxes for ways with which to fight
the daily battle for survival is the answer.
Escaping from the pain of a problem does
not cause it to vanish into thin air! Eventually you have to face it.
fust remember that there is no big
disgrace in failing. A bigger disgrace
lies in not getting up to try again. So
you can be your best self, or at leaS a
better self. I know — / got up- to try
again.
Pat Breeze

I"!"
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Founded in W2S
DOUG WHlTLOCK
editor

GRAHAM

tnanaaine editor

WHEN THE ENTIRE DEANS LIST for
the fall semester is announced next week
it will contain 437 names, compared to
734 last fail, and 858 last spring. This
does not indicate a drop in the quality of
the' Eastern student body, but rather a
needed stiffening of the Dean's List requirements.
In a Progress editorial January 8 we
asked for more stringent criteria than the
3.0 requirement that was adopted when
the College changed from the three to the
four-point grading system last yeas. The
3.0 requirement simply did not allow the
Dean's List to retain the prestige it possessed under the old system which required
40 quality points.
We suggested a double standard,
either a 3-5 standing, or 60 quality points,
as a possible remedy for the over-abundant
Dean's List.

GR6SS

Weekly Student Publication at Eastern
Kentucky State College
Entered- a» Second Class matter at the
Poet Office in Richmond, Kentucky
Published' weekly throughout the school
year and twice during the- summer term,
except for examination periods and holidays,
by the authority of the Board of Student Publications at Eastern Kentucky State College,
under 'the general management of Mr. Don
Peltneti Coordinator of Public Affairs.
Member!
Associated CoWeglate Press Association
Ootambia BrtunMflB PNaa
National Newspaper 8erv1ce
Kentucky
Represented for national aarrerttstag by
Rational Advertising Service, Inn.
Progress advertising is intended to help the
reader buy. Any false or misleading advertising
ihoald be reported to the Progress office.

QURALD MAERZ
cafntnia editor

LARKY SUA3
business manaj-ar

Says It's Necessary

Governor Explains Bond Issue
(Editor's Note: Following is one installment of "Let's Look it Over," a series
written by Gorernor Edward Breathitt,
which explains the necessity of the passage of m hem/ issue proposal this fall.
While the Progress remains bi-partisan in
political elections, 90 have, and will contheme to support legislation we feel will
benefit the people of Kentucky, for example. President Johnson's aid to education measures.)
FRANKFORT—Any way you look
at it, me $176 million bond issue proposal
to be JnhMHtted to the people of Kentucky
lot aafWkl'ai in the November 2 general
elect ioa it a it gain.
k has Wen tentot'rvery estimated that
the State will get a total return of more
than $709 million m needed facilities for
the $176 million in bonds. That would
be belter than JS.S0 for $2, which is hard
to beat.
The 1964 General Assembly bill,
authorizing a vote on the issue, says that
proceed* from the sole of $139 million
worth of the bonds wilt be used for the
construction and reconstruction of highways "wherein there is to be federal cost
participation."
The bill provides further that $37
million of the total will be used for the
construction and reconstruction of buildings and the purchase of equipment and
furnishings of a permanent nature.
It has been estimated that the $139
million for roads would enable the State
to match $520 million in Federal funds to
build a total of $659 million worth of
highways in Kentucky.
With the help of matching funds
from Federal and other sources, according
to another estimate, the $37 million in
bond funds for capital construction would
enable the State to obtain $123,750,000
worth of buildings and equipment.
■ Approval or the bond issue will provide a responsible and compelling solution
to some very critical needs of out public
agencies and institutions. Its passage will
represent a renewed commitment on the

part of the people to continue the kind
of progress which promises a better life
for every Kenruckian and a stronger eco-'
nomy for every community.
One thing I want to emphasize as
strongly as possible is that issuance of the
bonds will not jeopardize the finances of
the Commonwealth.
What some people either overlook or
ignore is that borrowing money to finance
an existing need is one of the oldest established principles of the free enterprise
system. Who becomes horrified, for instance, when a utility company borrows
hundreds of millions of dollars for plant
improvements? Whd objects to United
States "Savings Bonds?"
Or, to go a step further, who denies
his family a home of its own for 30 years
while he saves the money to pay cashespecially when buying a home actually
constitutes a long-range savings?
The bond issue will furnish the minimum needed to provide additional facilities for safe and comfortable travel, for
the education of our youngsters and enrichment of their lives, for the enjoyment,
of recreational facilities, for service to the
handicapped and the needy, and for a rise
in our industrial and agricultural economy.
I am firmly convinced that Kentucky
cannot wisely postpone these needed improvements for another 30 years, while
she saves money at the rate of a few millions a year, while construction costs continue to increase, and while much of modern progress bypasses her.
In the 1963 gubernatorial election I
was given a manate by the people of
Kentucky to lead this state forward, not
backward, neither to let it stand still.
That is why, heart and soul, I am .
for this bond issue. Some people call it
"Breathitt's Bond Issue." It's not, but
that's alt right with me; there will be no
cause for me ever to apologize for it. But
this idea is still wrong. The issue is to
benefit the state and aH its people. It's
"Kentucky's Bond Issue," and it's the
People's Bond Issue.

a

At Colleges

:i

- Campus Speakers Draw Comment
(Editor's Note: Following the appearance of Mr. Norman Thomas, noted
'"'socialist leader, on our ca*,tpus the Progress received considerable verbal comment about his speech. The following
article, taken from our files, gives some
indication of the attitudes toward offcampus speakers at a nearby institution,
the University of Cincinnati.)
(ACP)—"All hell broke loose," said
May, 1963, THE NEWS RECORD of
Ohio's University of Cincinnati, when Carl
Braden spoke on campus on "The Problems of Integration in the Deep South."
The talk was sponsored by "The
Students For Constitutional Freedom," a
local campus organization.
Braden was repeatedly heckled by
the audience. Most of the heckling concerned b» appearance before the Senate
Internal Security Committee and his refusal to state whether or not he was a
Communist when questioned by this committee. Braden said the purpose of the
committee was to prevent white people
from speaking in favor of integration.
Braden s appearance on campus made
the front pages of both Cincinnati daily
newspapers and was featured on radio and
TV. The university switchboard was
flooded with calls from persons off campus. And the university president accused the sponsoring group's faculty advisor of using "very poor judgement" in
allowing the visit.
The president, Dr. Walter C. Langsam, released this statement:
"The University of Cincinnati had a
policy on speakers sponsored by student
groups which has worked satisfactorily
ever many years. This has been to allow
student organizations to invite outside
speakers with the approval of their faculty
advisem
"This occasion is the first time a faculty adviser, in approving this invitation,

has shown what, in the view of the administration, is very poor judgement.'
* - "In this instance the sponsoring student group went about arranging for its
meeting and speaker so quietly that it did
not come to the administration's attention
until the day before the speech. Although
the administration is as strongly opposed
as possible to having a speaker of this
type appear on the campus, it seemed better at this late date to allow the meeting
to proceed rather than to bar it.
"To forbit on such short notice the
appearance of this speaker would serve to
make a martyr of him — precisely what he
probably would welcome.
"Because the University's, policy has,
if only this one time, resulted in what we
feel is a mistake, the administration will
appoint a committee of deans and faculty
to review the policy and make proposals
for bringing it in line with facts of life as
they exist today.
"Having been caught in a bind so
late, with no better alternative in view
than permitting the meeting to go on, it
was yet felt the silver lining might be to
see how many of our 21,000 students are
interested in hearing such a speaker.
"By actual count there were fewer
than 150 at the meeting, including many
who came to disagree. The University
student body showed splendid patriotism
as well as maturity in virtually boycotting
the meeting. There were almost as many
students protesting at the meeting as pickets as there were in the meeting.
"In these troubled times the University administration and faculty are determined that the University stand loyally
for those things which are in the country's
best interest.
"In this connection it is interesting to
note that the United States Citizens Committee of Cincinnati and the Federal Bureau of Investigation are sponsoring a campus seminar on "Americanism and Com-

munism."
M
THE NEWS . RECORD telephoned
Qraden in Louisville, and obtained this
-statement:
, .ispw«. \^t"I am not particularly upset by heckling as such. I. bare taken a firm stand
for racial integration and for abolishing
the House Un-American Activities Committee, so I expect abuse, heckling, jailing
and other forms of harassment.
"What disturbs me is the facf that
college students take part in the heckling
of a speaker. Heckling indicates closed
minds, and it is the role of a university to
help people to haye open minds. In that
respect, the University of Cincinnati has
at least partly failed.
"One statement by the president of
the University shows- that he may be somewhat at fault in .this situation. He said
the faculty adviser showed poor judgement in approving my appearance on
campus. If he were devoted to producing
open minds at UC, Dr. Langsam would
welcome the expression of all ideas on the
campus — including those with which he
disagreed."
' Dr. Louis Harlan, the adviser to the
Students for Constitutional Freedom, make
this statement: -*
'' "*t "is part of die educational process
for students to hea*.many points or view.
From these they .can, by reason, by discussion and by inquiry into the facts, determine their owtf point <rf view.
"It is only when there are controversial speakers that this educational approach is questioned. But from the educational. Yiewpojt* it is the students who
are at the center or concern, and I have
faith in the capacity of the students at
the University of Cincinnati to reach their
own intelligent tnV.hllions about cootoversiat matters.
, "Jnterfeernce with their freedom to
hea*,is ,as serious, a» mfcrference with the
right to speak. A«luaw> the constitution-

al right of free speech is of no real importance unless people have the right to
hear.
indeed, the onfy pf act leal reason for
free speech is so that people may hear.
From this viewpoint, a free university in
an open society must cherish the expression of dissenting opinions in Order that
from the sifting and winnowing of conflicting opinions the truth may emerge."
The Students
for
Constitutional
Freedoms released this statement:
"It has been our impression that the
function of a faculty advisor is to make
available his best considered judgement on
an issue, but the ultimate responsibility
lies with the students. Students for Constitutional Freedoms decided as a group
to invited Mr. Braden. Dr. Harlan, our
adviser, should not be held responsible for
our actions.
"Notice of the meeting was not given
'so quietly' as to make it a surprise.
Posters were distributed widely, and classroom announcements were made from
Monday on. (The speech was Thursday.) Notifications were given to THE
NEWS RECORD in typed form for the
twi issues preceding the meeting, but they
were not printed for some reason. Publicity was obviously not secretive, for many
more people than could be seated appeared at the meeting room, which had
chairs for about 100.
"Despite the crowd, which was larger
than we anticipated, and some heckling,
the meeting was orderly for the most part
"Because the fundamental principle
of a free society is that any viewpoint may
be expressed; it can never be unpatriotic to
listen to unpopular beliefs. In a university, freedom or access to controversial
viewpoints is vital, and (he maturity of
students is manifested in a willingness to
listen and judge for themselves.''
THE NEWS RECORD said the SCF
did, in fact, give notices to the newspaper,

\.

mi

but there was no explanation for why
they were not printed in advance of the
speechr "Undoubtedly," said an editor's
note, "it was partially, our faultethat the
incident occurred. However, we cannot
believe that the Administration receives
ait its information from the NEWS RECORD."
The newspaper pointed out that
notices to all faculty members were out on
Monday morning and signs were posted
around campus on Monday and Tuesday.
The SCF did not intend to "sneak"
the man on campus, the newspaper said
Dave Kuhn, president of the organization,
was counselor last summer at a camp in
New England attended by Braden's son.
Braden had given an informative speech
at the camp and Kuhn did not anticipate
any trouble, the newspaper added.
Kirhn's father is a professor in the
University's economics department.
The
professor, Alfred Kuhn, said in a letter to
Dr. Langsam, which the newspaper published:
"All concerned would have appreciated if you had inquired somewhat
further into the background on this problem before issuing the statements to the
press."
Keith Eastin, a NEWS RECORD columnist, observed in part: "Using Dr. Harlan, faculty adviser for the sponsoring
group, as a scapegoat for apologizing for
the presence of the speaker on campus
wa* in itself poor taste. If any apology
were to be issued, it should have been issued with regard to the discourteous actions of the students toward the speaker—
regardless of who it may be."
Another columnist, Pat Reeves, said:
"If the area of doubt rests with the administration's fear that a few students may
be converted to conwminism, then it must
not have much faith in the students of this
cjnapua who, I think, are aa erudite group
as far as such things are concerned."
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Any sensor Interested hi raaktag aa appointment wtth any
of the following representative* should easne to t*e MMmw
Bureau immediately.
FRIDAY MARCH 12 —
BRACKEN COUNTY SCHOOL*, <»»w**vtlhO, wtll Ha Interviewing (or English teachers frsm 10-4MAD RIVER TOWNSHIP SOSOOUS, tOavta*. 0*sol, will be
on campus 9-4, Interviewing for all tea<*«*g »•»•»•, ,
WOODFORD COUNTY SCHOOUI. (\fcrsaHles), v»«M he an
campus 9-4 interviewing all fields eg ssPeeeltan.
CAMPBEIA. COUNTY SCHOOL, (Als*o»dr*Vl, will «M an
campus »4~ tntervewing for elementary laeehata.
MONDAY IfAftHH 16 -*•
8EKEKJA OOUNTY SCHOOLS, (Tiffin, Ohio), WtU be an campus a-4, Isrtenriswtng for all ftaWa of sduoaU-n.
TUESDAY, MARCH 1« —
,
*
_
S5A4TT WAMttNGTON SCHOOL CORPORATION
(Pekln,
Indiana), will tee Interviewing on campus 11-4 far the following
"^nfc: High School English and Business, Wfth grade, Sixth
Art (1-12) and varsity baahathaB eoaeh.
.._JtfMDA*, MARCH 17 —
k8HLAND OB* AND REFINING COMPANY will be InterDLDS TOBACCO COMPANY wUl be interviewing
from 9-4.
PUBLIC SCHOOLS, (Springfield, Ohio), will
on campus 9-12 interviewing (or all fields of education.
?AY, MARCH 18 —
MANUEACTURING COMPANY. (Lexington), will
ipua interviewing far Management Trainees, from 9-4.
SCHOOL DISTRICT, (Orange, California), will be
pus 9-4 interviewing ell fields of education.

(
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Glyndon Barber Shop
"FLAT-TOPS
OUR SPECIALTY"

Friday. March! 2, 1965

State Job
Interviews

March 25
Beatern students intereated Mi
learning more about Job oppaetunltlea with Kentucky Jtate
Government may have thstr
questions answered an Thursday. Maroh N when Mr. R»ehard J. Bell, ■ecftsttthont officer
from the Kentucky Dapartment
of Personnel, will be an campus.
Mr. Bell will be available all
day In the college placement
offloe.
He noted that almoat one-third
of all Job claaalfloaUona In
■tate Qovemment require college training, and that virtually
every callage coarse has aamo
practical application m State
offices.
Within the Kentucky 8tate
Merit System, -which protects
covered employees from discriminatory hiring and firing
for political, religious, or ethnic
reasons, there are some 1.000
Job classifications ranging from
agriculturalist to x-ray technician.
Purpose of the visit la to fill
vacancies which exist now or
are anticipated during the next
law months, and to recruit students for various graduate
school stipend programs offered
by State agencies.
In addition, the Slate offers
advanced training under several
In-service training programs.

UNDERNEATH

Ricittnonu

GLYN0ON HOTEL

Drive
In Theatre
Beta* Road—Phoa* BU-1118
NEAR B.G.A.D.
4 Ml. South OB VA 86

■

i

i

DIXIE
Dry Cleaners
Vfliere your clothes receive that
personal touch that only long
experience can give.

"In Car HMtan" •
—SATURDAYTWO in Color. 7:10 P.M.

OmFOOTlMHOl
Ladd Don Murray
DanO'He»iH«r

} Try «• and get SPECIAL STUDENT DISCOUNT.
We Guarantee To Please
240 S. SECOND

PHONE 623-1368

.ii

ni

The LOUISE Shop

WIN '
A Spring Wardrobe
IF THE PRICE IS RIGHT!

•I

[

Dr. Oppelt
President
Ky. Strings

If your bid is closest to the
actual total price, taxes included, of the 13 items on
display upstairs at the Louise
Shop, you will win the entire
wardrobe. Your bid may be
submitted any time prior to
4 p.m., March 24th, and the
winner will be announced
that evening at our Fashion
Au Go Ge. You need not be
present to win. Only one bid
per person and the bidder
must be a female between
the ages of 16 and 25. In case
of duplicate winning bids, a
winner will be drawn from
the duplicates.

-J9X **

Wednesday at • :»op.m. OWfNS
wul hold a can* l«VA^'
Gragara ree. ream for all tteshKIM atria with • ».a or higher
average. If you have this aver
age, please try to attend.

total of 750 boys participating.
were played In addition to 231
regular season games.
The next sport In the Intramural program will be volleyball which will be followed by
softball. Teams are urged to
submit their' team rosters to
Mr. Groves ao later than March

AC* W* Blact Offtrais
Bestern'i student branch of
the Aseoeiation tor Childhood
BkluoaUon wtll meet Tuesday at
f :00 p.m. In Combs HT. OMiera
for the coming yaer will he elected at this Trreatttig. »h aBdltlon, members of the organisation will give reviews of the carrent ACBI publications

Barry Enlow Is YR Treasurer
The Young Republican Club
held Its meeting Wednesday
night. The members elected
Barry Enlow as treasurer to replace Miss Margie Neu Who will
be doing her student teaching
this semester.
The program was given by
Letcber County WH1
Miss l<eah Scott, an elementary
Meet Wednesday
education major from Stanford.
Wednesday at 8:89 p.m. the It consisted of slides which she
Letcher County club will meet. obtained while on a goodwill
It meets the first and third Wed- tour of Europe last summer.
nesday of every month.
IA MID Join National Ch*
Dr. Myers Addreaaea OAKS
At the Monday meeting at the
Pr, Myers, pirectpr of Health Industrial Arts Club the memEducation at Rastem, spoke to bara decided to Join the AmeriOAKS lest Wednesday. Ha. die, can Industrial Arts Association.
cuaeed the revision planned for Also on the program was a film
Health m and for the HefcMi •The Product of Imagination".
Division lb general. *TO* Mr. Whitt, of the biology departchanges pMnned are: a strehfu-, ment, will speak at the next
♦ntogaf Health *» in the areas meeting March 22.
of sex educatl6n and of mental;
health
and severeI neW
••Mark Twain'
courses to be offered In Health
Canterbury Club
so that a student may aeon get
Mr.
Russ Mobley, of the
a Health major.
"
rBaskethall team defeated the Model Lab School, gave an imssers for first plaee t oend the personation at Mark Twain lectbegan November se. Teeae wara uring at the Wednesday meet48 teams In the program and a ing of the Canterbury Club.

c

Dr. Robert Oppelt, associate
professor of music, has been
elected president of the newlyorganized
Kentucky String
Teachers Association.
The organization- includes orchestra directors and string
teachers In colleges and high
schools from throughout the
state.
Dr. Oppelt received both the
B.8 and M.S. degrees from the
University of Illinois, end the
A. Mus. D. from Eastman
School of Music • He ie: conductor of the Eastern orchestra.
A native of Iowa,. he has
been a member of the faculty
since 1956.
;
>

'

i'

VISTA Or**,
Mr- Phillip Kajin. from the
VISTA prograra.'Wlft t>« in
the grill Tueadevtn Interview
students. The YlflTA Program la a r*de*el Government Program to Whe* students are trained to serve in
this country ax ..f»e '.'Peace
Corps servep In other countries. The program- WHI be
very active in' the 'Appalachian area this year, - ■> :

McDaniel Leads SAGE
In order to correct a mistake In the outline for the SAG!
party picture which appeared in last week's Progress we
are running the picture again. Heading the ticket for the
SAGE < Student Advancement for a Greater Eastern) party
Is'Gary McDaniet, center. Sid Johnson is SAGE's candidate
for vice-president, Shirley Richardson, for secretary, and
Ed Lameier for treasurer.

Pr ewitt s
Barbershop
Open S A.M. - 5:30 P.M. Mow.. Tues., Thursday
Clo*«« Wed—Opon 8 A,M. - 61J*. W. ft Se*.
IN THE NEW RICHMOND HOTEL

c

AMPUS1 lALENDAR

MONDAY, MARCH «^T.„
Progress Office
8:00 psa.
Progress «taff
SSmen'.
WWr-Dorm
Council
^^^
^
4:10 p.m.
Weaver Health Bldg.
WBA '
4:10 p.m.
Young fiemocrau Club
^OMMnaefc ifj
4:10 p.m.
Weshfy .inflation MeWcdUt itudent Center
5:00 p.m.
Perry Cwnty Club
University 103
5:00 p.m.
Bo^aeaWap'' Counties
University 104
6:80 p.m.
Boyaunwup
Alumni Coliseum
6:30 p.m.
gant
Baptist Student Center
6:30 pm.
BM/r: TeyOuts
Pearl Buchanan Theater
7:00 p.m.
Caduceus Club
Sclenoe 111
7:15 p.m.
TUESDAY, MARCH 1* —
gjebate Tournament on Campus
Weaver Health BWgt
4:10 p.m.
Cammaok 108
SoohomBre Class Offie*r«
4:10 pjn.
DriSna and Sandal
4:30 pan.
- ^ Weavar Health Danes Studio
u_Liuiil aaissaae
Wat tall Room
6:00 pJB.
SSS^SJpFciub
Unlvemlty 101
6:00 p.m.
:
Westmiaaater T»lR>w«Blp"P*aebyterran Church
5:00 p.m.
PITauCW ■ *
University 103 and 104
6:00 p.m.
StuSeW J*«irt
University 204
6:0t pjn.
Churoh
ot Christ Devotlonate
6:00 p.m.
r 9 W
■ * '
University 201
BSU
Baptist Student Union
6:30 p.m.
pS.MJ*.
Collaeum 108
f :00 ||jn.
BX<T Try-Outs
Pearl Buchanan Theater
f:00 pjn.
Aaaoc. for Oilldhood Education
Combs 117
f:00 p.m.
Polaty Society
Combs 202
TOO n.m.
Movie — "Seven Days in May"
7:30 p.m.
Brock Auditorium
Clarinet Recital —
8:00 p.m.
June Carol Bonny and Garrett Tllford
Foster Recital Hall
W«EW*PBPAY, MARCH 17 ■*- Assembly — Rev. Olaf Anderson, Speaker
10:10 am.
- «—■-—
Brock Auditorium
Sigma TaA> Pt
Combs 318
*4.:W pmWJ5.A. ,
Weaver Wealth Bldg.
4:lB b.m.
Appalachian Volunteers Committee
0:00 pjn.
University 103
University 101,
icymg cjub
S:00 p.m.
University 103
:00 p.m.
ctrcie K
University 104
rWorid Affairs Club
6:00 pjm.
Baptist Student Center
6:30 p.m.
B.S.U.
University 101
Kappa Delta Tau
7:00 pjn.
Case .Committee Room
Collegiate Pentacle
7:00 p.m.
',~~
University 164
8:00 pjn.
O^Jt.
McGregor Recr. Room
Cwens Coke Party
9:30 pjn.
BUmem, Case, McGregor House Councils
10:00 p.m.
Committee Rooms
THURSDAY, MARCH la —
4:10 BJn. ^W*AWeaver Health Bldg.
4:10 pan.
Student Affairs Opmmlttee
University 104
5:00 p.m.
Vocational Agrlenlture Teachers Blue Room
5:30 p.m.
Appalachian Volunteers
University 108
6:00 pjn.
Cytena
Case Committee Room
6:30 pjn.
Pi Omega PI
Combe 826
6:30 pjn.
Newman Club
University 104
7:00 p.m.
Kappa Delta V\
University 103
7:30 pjn.
College Christian Science Org. University 201
8:00 p.m.
Kappa Kappa Sigma Swim Show
Coliseum Natatorium
9:00 p*n.
Sigma Chi Delta
Pearl Buchanan Theater
FRIDAY, MARCH 19 —
Progress Office
1:00 p.m.
Progress Staff
Blue Room
6:80 p.m.
Phi Delta Kappa
7:3» p.m.
Movie
"lalies of the Field"
Brock Auditorium
8:00 pjn.
Kappa Kappa Sigma Swim Show
Coliseum Natatorium
SATURDAY, MARCH 20 —
Pioneer Invitational Debate Tournament
on campus
8:00 p.m.
Kappa Kappa Sigma Swim Show
Coliseum Natatorium

_

MAROONS* MANIA:
SEE

wrinkles
out of
sleek-fit
pants
*

SKIP THE IRONING
. . . FOREVER MORE!
Forlrel polyester and cotton
twiKi you never, never preul
Thenki to sap', the in-to-la»t
finl»h, *enney'i presented
way bock first to grateful gels
coait-to-coast. Try eip'-il'i
leiy, cresy, one*—the nsoieiil
In block end cool pastel
tones. Misses' sites S-lI.

JAMAICAS

FASHION

AU GO GO

KNEI PANTS
OR SUCKS

WEDNESDAY,
AnR Juniors help
us say Hello Spring!
Kathy Mistier, freshman from Erlanger, Ky., Is wearing
AnR's sleeeatats Sseron*» end sotton check. This soft
Blouson Shaath M assented With a face framing cewl Beak
Une. Green
»••*■
Sse Qer cabactaan af AnR Whipped Creams-

MARCH 34TH,

JW

6 P.M.
W. MAW
RIOHMOND

RESTAURANTS

ae*

BBT..SB1

PHONE 62S-1707

3"
98
4
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Baseball Team
Begins Practice

De Paul Blasts Maroons
In N C A A Opener

Progress On...

Eastern's baseball team hi
started working out In thai
Weaver Hearth building during
the evening and is getting in
condition
for "this
season's
games. With the loss of only
three boys,
the ball team
should have a lot of playing
With
,
experience.
As things stand right now,
Co - Sports Editors
the same boys that started
Ken Spurlock
last year will start this year
"We were too keyed up. Associated Press poll.
with Just two changes, Larry
and
tighter than a drum.
We
Williams and Arnold Nylassey.
weren't
alert
and
they
outdid
Roy Watson
Both of these boys are freshus in everything."
G
F T
Kits tern Ky.
men and broke Into line-up
Those were the words of Bodkin
8 5-5 21
during fall practice.
EELS HOST KENTUCKY W™^"JE«IATB
Eastern
Coach
Jim
Baeehtold
10-0
2
Bradley
Coach Hughes said that he
SWIMMING AND DIVING CHAMPIONSHIPS
4 3-6 11
following Tuesday night's di- Tolan
has a good pitching staff, but
2
0-1
saster
at
Bowling
Green.
Lemos
When the Beta host the Seventh Annual Kentucky Interhe is looking for some left3 3-3
collegiate Swimming Championship meet today and tomorrow,
DePaul handed the Maroons Walton
handed pitchers. If you are
2
0-0
Bisbey
almoTt every existing state record should be broken A com- their worst defeat in history,
left-handed and can pitch, you
o
o-o
Clemmons
parison of the Eels' best times this year to the state records 99-52, as the usually hotcould help the ball team out
o
o-O
CanShows just how good a team Coach Combs has this year.
shooting Eastern quintet hit a
by going to see Coach Hughes.
0
0-1
Westerfield
Here Is the starting line-up
The 1650 yard freestyle event will be used for the first frigid 29.5 per cent in the
division of the NCAA meeting in BloomFred Bartlett, a junior from Clevelnd,
0 0-0
Granowicz
as of now:
time so there can be no comparison of times, to the 400 yard opening game of the NCAA King
ington, 111., March 19-20. The Eastern
Ohio, who holds eight team records at
1-1
Eddie Joseph, 3rd base; Ron
medlay, the record is 4:11.5 set by Eastern, but this years relay Mideast Regional at the E. A.
Eels record is now 12-0.
Eastern, hopes to finish high in the college
0-0
Clark
Chasteen,
short
stop; Jim
time has recorded a time of 3:56, Steve Heltaian of the Uni- Diddle Arena.
20 12-17 52
King; 2nd base; Tom Yager,
versity of Kentucky holds the state recrd in the 200 yard free- 1 The Blue Demons wasted no Totals
1st
base;
Doug
McCord,
catchstyle with a 1:58.3 clocking, but BUI Walker holds the Eastern time, in taking
control and DePaul
<; F T
er^ Larry Williams, left field;
worked themselves into a com- Palmer
team record with a 1:53.1 timing.
4 3-S 11
Roft
Pensenschaum,
center
7 1-1 15
Charlie Tandy's :23.1 In the 50 yard freestyle betters the fortable lead, while the Ohio Swan son
field and Arnold Nylassey,
9 3-6 21
state record by nine-tenths of a second. In the 200 yard in- Valley Conference kings looked Mills
Both, freshmen teams (UK victories over all the other right field.
Eastern Kentucky's unde9 2-2 20
Meyer
dividual medley, Fred Bartlett holds the state record with a listless.
Some of the outstanding
6 4-4 16 feated swimming team will be and UL) will add a certain teams, but we lack depth which
2:16.8 timing, but Walker has a 2:18.5 clocking to his credit:
Rebounding
and
scoring Murphy
shooting for its third straight mystery to the outcome as Is needed for a championship serves are: Eddie Lameler, Jim
0
O-O
Modestes
were
lopsided
and
passing:
was
Hellman holds the 200 .yard butterfly event with a 2:15.3
state title when it hosts the they have not been tested this meet Seconds and thirds will Whlttamore and Cookie Witt
1 0-0
timing, but the Eels' Rick Hill has gone 2:09.2. Another UK not as sharp as it has been. Birgells
Seventh Annual Kentucky In- year. We should be the favor- play a big part In who wins the The starting pitching staff
1
0-0
Flanagan
Defensively,
Eastern
was
not
swimmer, Richard Wade, may see his :53.1 record time in the
consists of Dave Price, an all
tercollegiate Swimming and ite to win by holding dual meet trophy," he said.
2-3
2
Gulley
Up
to
par.
100 yard freestyle fall, because Tandy holds the Eel team record
conference
pitcher,
Glenn
2 2-2
Diving Championship meet FriNorris
with a :51.2 timing. The record in the 200 yard backstroke 21 Points For Bodkin
Marshall, and Don Snopeck. It
day
and
Saturday
in
Alumni
0
0-0
Odishoo
should also go, because Dave Williams has a 2:13.4 timing that
Is awfully early to make any
0 0-0
Eddie Bodkin warmed the Ortolano
Coliseum.
should top the 2:23.6 state record.
predictions as of yet but rulcold Maroons momentarily late Totals
41 17-21 96
Participating
in
the
two-day
The time in the 500 yard freestyle should really lower the In the first half when he
ing out injuries Coach Hughes
meet
will
be,
Morehead,
Union,
is expecting a good season.
state record. Walker's 5:21.4 timing is a lot lower than Bart- reeled off 10 straight point* to Eastern Ky.
33 It—52
the
University
of
Kentucky
lett's 5:42.7 state record. In the 200 yard breaststroke Hill has close the gap to six points, 37- DePaul
4S 56—99
varsity
and
freshman
teams,
gone 2:26.8 compared to the record of 2:32.7. Eastern holds the 31. He finished with 21 points
the University of Louisville
Fouled out: None
400 yard freestyle relay record with a 3:40.8 timing. However, to lead the Maroons while Bob
Total Fouls: Eastern Ky. 17, varsity and freshman teams,
STABBED BY
this year's team has managed a 3:33 timing.
Tolan tacked on 11.
DePaul 16.
and the defending championsIf the Eels' team records this year compared to state reAt the half, DePaul held a
Attendance 7,500 (est)
Eastern.
Eastern's
thinclads
com- Eastern's best time prior to
cords are any indication of the meet, there should be plenty of 43-33 advantage.
Returning to defend his three peted in the
Mason-Dixon this was 7:68.6.
excitement and plenty of records broken.
Dave Mills,
6-foot-10. led
1964 K. L S. C. records will games held in Louisville and
In the mile relay, Eastern
the Chicago team with 21
HIGH SCHOOL TOURNEY HELD HERE
be Steve Hellman, junior swim- took first place in the two- finished second in Division I
points and Tom Meyer had 20.
mer from U. K. He holds rec- mile relay.
with a time of 3:20.9. Harry
The 11th Region High School Basketball Tournament,
Eastern hit better than 45
ords in the 1500 meters
The two-mile relay, com- Faint ran the first leg In 53.2
which began on Wednesday, is being held for the first time In per cent all season but made
(20:00.5),
200-yard
free posed of Earl Jordan, Bill and Vernon Brooks ran 50.1 In
Alumni Coliseum. The first two rounds have already been only 20 of 68 shots In the cat(1:58.3), and the 200-yard but- Swanson, Larry Whalen, and the second Swanson ran 49.2
played. The semi-final round will be played tonight and the astrophe at Bowling Green.
terfly events (2:15.3).
Ron
Benson, ran the two In the third leg and Benson
In the rebound department,
finals will be held on Saturday. The tourney will be a fine
Another member of the Cat- miles in 7:38.4, a new record. ran the anchor leg In 48.4.
chance for Eastern students to see Kentucky high school the Maroons, fifth In the
fish- team defending his last The old record 7:48.4, was set This was a thrilling race. Bennation, were outdone 48-29.
basketball at its best.
son came from third place
year's record will be Richard by Kentucky State In 1964.
They committed 18 floor erWade, who holds the 100-yard
SPECTATORS WELCOME AT RIFLE MATCH
Jordan ran the first leg in with a handicap of 30 yards
rors.
free record (53.1) and finished 1:56.1 and handed off the to catch the leaders going InThe worst previous Eastern
Sargeant James Baker, coach of the varsity rifle team,
second to Hellman in the 200- baton in second place. Swan- to the tape. The fans at the
defeat
was
a
122-78
licking
it
extends a welcome to all students to watch the progress of the took at the hands of Western
yard free.
son ran a. splendid second leg, games went wild at Benson's
Eastern's
ROTC
varsity
team
National Rifle Association's International Rifle Competition
1:56.1 and handed the baton to great effort to win.
Kentucky
in
1984.
Fred
Zirkle,
a
sprinter;
Tom
defeated
Ohio
University
by
95
match which will be held tomorrow. The teams competing for
In the
Kentuckian mile,
Eastern
finished
with
a
19Whalen for a first place posiAmbrose,
a
breast-stroke
spepoints
here
last
Saturday.
The
honors In addition to Eastern are the University of Kentucky,
tion. Whalen ran the third Larry Whalen ran a 4:19 for
6
record.
cialist,
and
Bill
Davis,
butterscore
was
1296
to
1201.
Ohio State, Southern Illinois, Western, Murray, Xavier, and
McAnelly,
DePaul, which had lost five
leg in 1:53.1.' As Whalen gave third place. Bill
the University of Louisville.
The five top snooiers were fly ace, are expected to finish the baton to Benson, Kentucky Brent Arnold, Phil Kamerer,
of seven before its rout of
high
for
the
U.
K.
squad.
and Jim Beasley all finished
There will be 65 individual matches starting at 7 a.m. Eastern, faces
Southeastern Robert Cornett, senior, 263;
Representing Union College's State shot into the rront. Ben- fifth.
followed by 15 team matches. The awards ceremony Is sche- Conference champion Vander- David Spratt, Junior, 256; and
son ran a great anchor leg and
Dolphins
will
be
Bob
Long,
a
256.
David
Elkins,
freshman.
duled for 8 p.m. in Alumni Coliseum.
bilt In Lexington.
Rick Dyer took fifth place In
Bill classy diver on both the one finished ahead of Kentucky
Dayton squeezed to a 66-65 The other shooters were Don
State. His time was 1:53.1. the high jump.
and
three
meter
boards.
Long
WANTED: TENNIS PLAYERS
Rlgby,
Dale
Jackson,
victory over Ohio University
Batallle, and William Murphy. is considered to be one of the
Tennis Coach Jack Adams wishes to announce that anyone in the first round of the NCAA
Tommorrow Eastern will host best divers in Kentucky.
match.
Dayton
now
goes
to
interested in trying out for the tennis team should contact him.
the National Rifle Associations' To Defend Titles
the
Mideast
semifinals
Friday
Coach Adams' office is on the ground level floor of the Alumni
night in Lexington against International Rifle Competition
Eastern swimmers who will
Coliseum.
Michigan, No. 1 in the final match.
be returning to protect the.
titles are: Fred Bartlett,
ord holder In the L.J «I«I
(2:16.8) and the 500 free
(5:42.7); Tom Baechlo, first in
the 200 Breast l2:«xj; Phil
Don't stumble through
Stoffey, the Winner of the 200
the literary classics.
Coach Glenn Presnell Is look- ington; and Ben Robinson, Richback; Johnny Warren and ing forward to a successful mond. Newcomers to the squad
CLIFF'S NOTES Will f
Charles Parris, who finished spring season. He said it' is tre Jack Good, Gardlner,Malne;
help you make better '
first and second In the one hoped that the golf team has a Jim Martin and Ron Roby, both
grades1. These study
meter diving, and Gene Petit, a season record as good as the one Louisville natives; KennethTate,
aids give you a clear,
member of both the record last year which was 10-3-2.
Hazard; and Edwin Luxon, Richconcise summary and
The golf mentor greets five mond. I-uxi m is the Madison
holding 400-yr.rd medley relay
explanation, chapter by
(4:11.5) and Lie 400 free relay returning lettermen. They are: County Club champion, where
chapter.CLIFPSNOTES
Eastern
plays
Its
home
matches,
(3:40.8).
John Needham, Hendersonville,
. are now being used by
North
Carolina;
Don
Kittenackand
may
hold
a
slight
edge
over
Other Eels expected to caphigh school and college
ture some of the hardware are er, Covington;Ken Kreutz, Lex- his oppenents.
students throughout the
WTKP
freshmen Rick Hill, undefeated
let's fiead
United States. There are
in collegiate circles; Bill Wal1965 SPRING SCHEDULE
f
over 100 different
'Like buckeTseats.fult
ker, a powerful distance free>1<eeps waving?
for 'Charlie's'...
CLIFFS NOTES cowerEast Tennessee
Home
styler, and Dave Williams who| March 27
1
1
ing the literary classics.
^Biactc"
carpeting,
padded
;
My
Dodge
salesman.^
Is
10
seconds
below
the
200
Don't call a cab..
Transylvania
Away
March' 31.
backstroke KIAC record.
is the colo?
dash, console, spinners)
Charlie Tandy, speedy Eel April 15
good people. Clued me
Wittenberg
Home
I want to show
sprinter, George Dodge, breastiof
my
April
17
Bowling
Green,
Ohio
Home
backup
lights
and
a,
stroker,
and
Mike
Williamson,
in
on
all
the
jazz
thai,
you my
frccstyler and butterflyer, will
at your
Cincinnati
Away
April
23
'(true love's'
te In contention in several
wild V8 for kicks...
'fomes standard OIJ,
new wheels-*.
•vents.
favorite
April 24
Transylvania
Home
Coronet...'/
Eastern Coach Donald
■ oops, there's my cue...!? j
a Coronet 5Q07Y '
-s^-.^Dedge Coronet"
Combs, the KISC meet direc- April 28-May
Morehead'
I bookstore
tor, stated, "We--cljpect ? «
7
i.
Southern fi.Jercollegiate Tournament .meet with every record being* Way
.. or write:
Athens, Georgia
broken— some by as much as
BUtUNY S!»II0M
lINCOlKMBUSftAUSeS
20 seconds. The meet may be May
Away
12-15
Morehead
closer than expected as U. K.
OVC. Tournament
Johnson City, Tenn.
has gained strength UIIB semester and shown consistent May
19
Cincinnati
Home
Improvement.

SPORTS

Demons Hand Eastern

School's Worst Defeat

Swimming Butterfly

Eels Play Host To State^Swimmeffr

Thinclads Compete
Mason-Dixon Games

SHAKESPEARE?

MACBETH
BABY... |TS
T.^ravniTl
CUFFS NOTES!

Eastern
Outguns
Ohio U.

Presnell Optimistic
About Golf Season

Li

"After wei finish this set."•."Who's theguy

'1

lil

#*H&#HS

Shoe Store

214 W. MAIN

r&r
Coronet makes your kind of music, and the price won't leave you flat.

^ /wyMai^ 10-95

r.r~'»~*—■«**

Dodge Coronet
1 PWtfpivl Q w

P-

M

mSSv^mmi

ii

Colors: Rod, Green, Bone, Block, Navy and Camell
SB

=

■■
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Eastern
Heads Up
All-OVC

THE GLYNDON HOTEL
THE FAVORITE MEETING PLACE
IN RICHMOND
Rooms include Television, Telephones, Air
Conditioning and Room Service.
ALSO FREE PARKING
FOR GUESTS.

VISIT
BURGER BROIL

'

The Home of the Famous 15c Hamburger,
French Fries and Shakes.

Broiling makes the difference.

urer is Rlley Thompson, for president is
Jim Sexton, . for secretary Peggy Carter
and for vice-president Mike Campbell.

Third Ticket Enters
Student Council Race

The third party .to enter the Jim Sexton, a junior busiaess
race for oftlcers' positions on major from Ashland.
the Student Council is the StuCompleting .the Oohet aire".
dent Government Party, (SGP), Mike Campbell, a junior mathheaded by presidential candidate
emuttcs major from LquisVlue,
—
running for vice president;
Peggy carter, junior elementary education major from
Versailles, running for secretary; and Rlley Thompson, a
junior from Danville, majoring
in acounting and history, Dunning for treasurer.
The aim of SGP is set forth
in the Preamble of the student
Council
Constitution.
The
Preamble reads: "We, the undergraduate students of .Eastern Kentucky State Colege, desiring to foster worthy traditions; encourage high ideals of
conduct; promote a richer cultural experience; secure within
our institution unity, cooperation, and mutual understanding and respect; and provide a
larger opportunity for the
practice of democratic principles, do hereby approve and
establish this Constitution."
2 Convenient Locations —
In order that these ideals
may be fulfilled, the SGP ticket proposes the following improvements in student governMAIN STREET & BIG HILL AVENUE
ment
I, We advocate the initiation of a Student Cabinet composed of the president of the
Student Council, the Student
Council officers, and the chair-?
men of the various committees
of the Council. Such a cabinet
would serve the president of
the Council in an advisory capacity, keeping him constantly Informed as to faculty, student, and, or committee requests.
n. We propose that the Student Council assume and fulfill its multi-various responsibilities as a governing; body.
For example, any requests or
recommendations made to the
Student Council would be discussed and resolved by open
debate as in a true governing
body.
' HI. We advocate that the
8tudent Court be divided into
an Upper and Lower court. The
upper court will exercise ap-~
pellate jurisdiction for the student body. The perogative of
the lower court will be to act
on traffic violations.
IV. We propose that Eastern's students be represented
by precincts to be organized by
dormitories on a population
basis. The representation would
be set up on the basis of one
representative per one-hundred
students and the total number
of representatives from each
dormitory would constitute a
Relegation n, the Student Council. By securing the Council
representatives from such precincts, we feel that each .sindent on campus will be represented to the fullest extent.
V. We propose that provision
be made for the formation and
perpetuation of a party system. Although subject to revision and modification, a givSavp98c! CASUAL
en platform could be expected
to continue from year to year.
SHIRTS FOR ALL
We feel that this would enhance and improve the quality
ACTIVE SPORTS WEAR
of student government.
VI. We propose to continue the
worthwhile work being done by
the present Council administraMug. 1.99
tion through its various committees, especially those on
Avril* rayon-and-cotton in
food and the proposed formasolids, checks, stripes. Adjusttion of a campus tutoring sysable waist band, roll-up sleeves.
tem.
Spread or Bermuda collars.
Varied colon; 82-38.

West Main Street

■

Jim Sexton Leads SGP Slate
. The third party to announoe for Student
Council officers' posts in the up-coming
election is the Student Government Party,
(SGP). Running for the office of treas-

Richmond, Ky.

Class Height
School
Jr.
•-7
Eastern Ky.
F—Eddie Bodkin
So.
Western Ky.
F—Clem Haskins
s-s
Murray
Jr.
C—Stewart Johnson
a-»
Sr.
- Eastern Ky.
(i—Lee Lemos
Mr.
6-«
Morehead
G—Harold Sergent
6-2
Murray
Sr.
G—John Nainrlii
So.
«-«
East. Tenn.
F—Tommy Woods
8-5
So.
Eastern's Eddie Bodkin and G—Dwight Smith
Western Ky.
8-9
Morehead
Jr.
Clem Haskins of Western were ('—Henry Akin
«-5
»r.
unanimous choices for the Ohio 1'—Charles Wood
Tenn. Tech
Valley Conference All-Star
HONORABLE
MENTION—BUly
Martin
MT
(8),
SekVon
Team, and Eastern coach Jim
Baechtold was named "Coach! Sledd AP (6), Ron Hebron TT (6). Bill Walton (5). and Dennis
of the Year" in the annual poll' Bradley EK, Ron FlUpek TT, Hal Jackson AP, Hern McPherson
Ml', Bob Tolan EK, each With 8 points.
of league coaches.
Rounding out the ten man
dream
team were Stewart
Johnson. Murray; Lee Liemos,
Eastern; Harold Sergent, Morehead; John Namniu. Murray;
Tommy Woods, East Tennessee; Dwight Smith, Western;
Henry Akin, Morehead; Charles Wood, Tenn. Tech.
Bodkin and Lemos led Eastern to the conference title. Their
teammates—Bill Walton. Dennis Bradley, and Bob Tolan —
Janded honorable mention.
Murray placed two on the
balloting. Johnson being nearunanimous and Namciu was
sixth man. Smith joined Western teammate Haskins on the
tt'iim while Morehead also landed two—Sergent and Akin—on
the first team.
Haskins, the OVC's most heralded sophomore since Sergent,
led the league In scoring with
a 24.0 average. He received 34
of a possible 40 points in
EDDIE BODKIN
LEE LEMOS
"Player of the Year" selections
Baechtold, in his third year
at the Maroon helm, directed
Eastern to a 18-1 league record
and 19-5 over-all mark.
Tennessee Tech's Kenny Sldwell edged Johnny Oldham of
Western for runner-up honors
on the "Coach of the Year"
ballot.

CITY TAXI

Veterans Cab
Kentucky Cab
24 Hr. Service

STATE BANK AND
TRUST COMPANY
Richmond, Kentucky

«t

Figure on banking with us"

1965 All-OVC Team

623-1400
Clip thii advcrtlMmcnt and return It
with your check or money ord«r to:

Golden Rule Cafe

Tk. CMrttaa kU„ Mlrtll
One Nnn ».. totWa, M.». Oil If

D 1 YEAR $12

□ 6 mo«. $6

a COLLEGcf STUDENT

HOME COOKING

□ FACULTY MEMBER

You Are Always Welcome
SOUTH FIRST STREET

JIM BAECHTOLD
Coach of the Year

(COL SANDERS RECIPE)

65CHEVROLET
These great performers are the lowest priced
models at our One-Stop Shopping Center

KENTUCKY FRIED CHICKEN

*i - ft

HOME OF

■*«-,.! JUIBM..U U JUIUIMU
M*J LI LfciMJIU.. -MIM M!KM

NORTH AMERICA'S
HOSPITALITY DISH

COLONEL DRIVE IN
Newberry's

SPRING - Jamboree
for

3

«•« 2.99,

a.»9

Horizontal stretch cotton and
nylon denims or Avril rayoncottons—"name" fabrics. 8-18
in the group.

Save72c!
DEMY SKATI BOARD
Beg. 2JW. 13" long.
4%* wide; wood platfcRD on easy-glide steel
wheels.

at

IVnoAdn^
'Top to bollom: Chevy II100, Cortair 500, Chevelle 300,
Chevrolet Biteayne. All i-door models.

The College Special

Save 55c to 1.55! HEW
S.T-R-E-T-C-H CAPRIS

CHECKMATE

Save 99c!

MAKING YOUR COLLEGE rtLANS COMPLETE

MEN'S JACKET-SHIRT
IN NOVELTY STRIPES

a

Heg. 5.99

The big leader in novelty
shirts! Rayon-and-cotton
with one or Iwo pockets, regular collar. S-M-L-XL.
Poplin jackets, ret. 1.9.1. *1

\0' UCUP-

SHANNON JOHNSON
New Wallace Bldg.
W. Irvine Street

623-4748
623-6270

Each of these beauties is the lowest
priced in its line. But the ride doesn't
show it. Or the interior. Or the
performance.
That luxurious Biscayne is as roomy
as many expensive cars, has color-keyed
interiors, plush vinyls, fine fabrics, full
deep-twist carpeting.
Chevelle, America's favorite inter-'
mediate-size car, has clean new styling,
wide doors, roomy, tasteful interiors
and Chevrolet easy-care f^gwes.
■ Chevy II got a lot smart^^qr '65—"]
but stayed sensible! Still •family-size,
easy to handle, economical, and the
lowest priced Chevrolet you can buy.

Or get a sporty rear-engine hardtop
in a Corvair Sport Coupe or SportSedan for fun in the months ahead.
Chevrolet, Chevelle and Chevy II are
available-with the Turbo-Thrift She for
fuel economy, quick warmups, quiet
idling. It's light, efficient, smooth and
spirited.
Corvair's air-cooled rear-mounted
Turbo-Air Six delivers the best balance
and traction for
discover the
this size ear.
difference
So be practical.
Only you will
i.\ II ( Rl
know. Because it
sure won't show!

Drive something raagy new-discover the difference at your Chevrolet dealer's

>ft: *'tf°;rl*it I ,?>iKi;s: jalU"Sir I 'vkM&:U>-Mg&a&a

■

IDEAL
RESTAURANT
241

W. MAIN

ST.

RICHMOND. KY.

Every day as you eat in the Ideal
Restaurant... you have a chance
of eatinq a free meal ... if the
Golden Fork is in your napkin.

CANFIELD MOTORS
OLDSMOBILE

Ati Makes Serviced
Across From Krogers

Phone 623-4010

Progress Gets
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Competition From

Committee Runt

Russian Paper

Campus Elections

Another newspaper is being
. published on campus—in Rus| sian, that Is—the Progress
learned last week.
It is one of several learning
tools used by Dr. Eugenie Wolonin's Russian class to add enjoyment to the study.
A weekly, "more or less,"
the dittoed publication carries
sports, music reviews, puzzles,
political news, and the newspaper's usual variety of humor,
illustrations, and the like.
One highlight is a "novel,"
original work by Dr. Woronin,
called "Who Am I?" which in
the latest issue was concluded
after running as a serial in two
earlier issues with the ending
(in Russian, of course) "to be
continued."
Begun last October, the Russian-language paper is written
and produced by 17 students in
Russian 102, a second-term
Russian cfcKS.
Second-yTar Russian will carry these students further in
Eastern's first such course offering. The department of foreign languages hopes to offer,
perhaps as early "as this summer, another beginning Russian
course.
Dr. Woronin, who is a Russian-bom physician as well as
a linguist, points out that the
language is less complex than
Latin in its grammer, and far
easier than English in its phonetic spelling.
Trudy Shearer, Jeanette McCauley and Linda F. Lawson,
three of Dr. Woronin's students
are editors of the publication.
Uon.

ITALIAN SPAGHETTI
W/ MEAT SAUCE,

Friday - Saturday!

TOSS SALAD AND

2 Horror Packed
Hits In Technicolor!

FRENCH BREAD

"THE GORGON"

$1.00

"CURSE OF THE
MUMMY'S TOMB"

Jimmy's Restaurant

SUN. - MON. ■ TUES.
2ft

Tabulating votes in the annual Mr. and Miss Popularity
and Miss Cheerleader elections is Oliver Bryant, a senior
from Mt. Sterling, and chairman of the Student Council
election committee. The purpose of the committee is to
oversee the legality all inter-campus elections, and tabulate
the results of these'elections.
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The election committee of
the Student Council supervises
all student-centered elections
held on campus.
Among the elections conducted by the committee are
the class officer elections held
simultaneously with the Miss
Eastern Election in the fall
semester.
Perhaps the
biggest responsibility of the election
committee is conducting the
annual
Student
Council officers election. This committee, headed by Oliver Bryant,
Mt. Sterling senior. mattes all
the rules
pertaining to the
election,
campaigning,
and
vote tabulation. The committee also decides on the eligibility of candidates ~ running
for office.
A new duty sMrigned -io- the
election committee this spring
was the supervision of .the
Brockton self-government elecv
tlon.
In addition to these ejections, they oVersee" aJVT count
votes In the election of Mr. and
Miss
Popularity,
and Miss
Cheerleader.
Student Council representatives who participate uv the
functions of this committee
are: Peggy
Carter, junior
from Versailles; John Wade, a
graduate student 'from Louisville; and Shirley Green.

Bryant Counts Votes

SWEETSHOP
EVERY
MONDAY • TUESDAY
VA Fried Chicken
with French Fries

EVERY WEDNESDAY FRIDAY • SATURDAY
I/2 Lb Hamburger Steak
with French Fries—Slaw

79c

79c

Welcome Students & Faculty to

where it's easy to park and easy to get to. Across
the street from the Colonel Drive In just i minutes
away from school via the By-pass.
Richmond's newest and most convenient Drug Store

•

A

Free Get Acquainted Offer:
Bring your I. D. Card In and get a Vinyl Maroon
Name Tape made for your locker, camera, or any
personal items that needs identification.

Are you still
wearing
those creasy
kid slacks?

John Tharp

Tharp Elected
Top Cadet
Cadet John R. Tharp, sophomore from Wilmington, Ohio,
has been selected as this
week's Cadet of the Week.
The military science department selected Tharp, a representative of B Company, on
the basis of his knowledge of
the manual of arms, drill
maneuvers, the chain of command, and current events.
Tharp is a physical education
major and was graduated from
Wilmington Senior High
School He is the son of Mrs.
Cleo R. Tharp, also of Wilmington.

Browne's Office Supply
105 South Third
DICTIONARIES
Webster's Seventh New Collegiate
POSTEK PAPER
White and Colors
MAGIC MARKERS
All Colors
FAMOUS PARKER 45 INK PEN
Choice of Points
RUBBER STAMPS
Made to Order
TEMPERA PAINTS
All Colors

—

* k

Starts Wednesday!

r^aaWAUDISNEY-i

ttCMBCOlOR*

Those
oways
-MMI

♦ f

1.

s

LANTER MOTOR CO.
218 WEST IRVINE STREET
Just Around the Corner from the Court House

Specialists in Motor Tune-Up,
Carburetor and Ignition Work,
AiSo Transmission anal *"
Ks

Ccuciui Repair.

DRUGS
rflain Street,
Richmond, Ky.

"The Small Shop with the Big Reputation"

Dial 623-4434

Eastern
Students
and
Faculty
ONE HR. CLEANERS
CORNER NORTH SECOND & IRVINE ST.
RICHMOND, KENTUCKY
VERNON "PHTE' NOLAND. MGR.

Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday
— SPECIALS! —
Trousers, Skirts, Sweaters,
Jackets, Sport Coats
$

ANY 4 for 1.49
MIX OR MATCH!
We Mothproof and Milder-Proof
Everything We Dry Clean.
SPECIAL seVERY DAY!
5 SHIRTS LAUNDERED FOR $1.00

"See us foryour
Drug Needs"

:*" - —
Get intc-strrffe wisea-Tfp
Post-Grads that know where
a crease should always be and
where it should never be, and
how to keep things that way.
The reason is the Koratron*
fabric of 65% Dacron*/35%
cotton. No matter how many
times you wash and wearthese
trimly tapered Post-Grad
slacks, they'll stay completely
neat and make the iron obsolete. In tan, clay, black, navy
or loden, $6.98 in poplin or
abardine, $7.98 in oxford.
,t swinging stores.

Press-Free*
Post-Grad
slacks by

h.i.s

• DUPONT'S REG. TM rOR rtXHSTER ' igCR.

V-V'--

i

A NEW PR08RAM OF INTEREST TO

\,

MEN

It isn't easy to become an officer in the United
States Army. Only the best young men are selected.
The training and course of study are demanding.
But if you can qualify—and you should find out
if you can—you will receive training which will put
you a step ahead of other college graduates. Army
ROTC training will give you experience that most
college graduates do not get—in leading and managing other men, in organizational techniques, in
self-discipline and in speaking on your feet. This
kind of experience will pay off in everything you

do the rest of your life.
Army ROTC has a new program designed spe-~
cifically for outstanding men who already have
two years of college, and plan to continue their
college work. During your junior and senior years
in this program, you will receive $40 per month.
Want to find out more about the program? Simply
send in the coupon below, or see the Professor of
Military Science if you are now attending an
ROTC college. There's xu> obligation—except the
one you owe to yourself.

If you're good enough to bo on Army Officer, don't settle for Ion

CENTRAL MUSIC CO.
CORNER FIRST * MATER 8T8.

ARMY ROTC

SPECIAL SALE BEGINNING FRIDAY,
MARCH S, 1965.

One Group Albums
Stereo $2.98- HiFi 1.98 & 99c
One Table 45V/2 Price, 50c
- Used Records 10c

Box 1040, Westbury, New York 11501

Gentlemen: Please send me Information on the new 2-Year Army ROTC Program. I am now a student at
(college or university) and plan to continue my schooling at_

T

:

Addie»s_

l«rty

-•-State.

.Zip Code.

j'esa'

,
-\

torn

